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Smart Home
Busch-ControlTouch® KNX
With mobile devices – simple and effortless
ABB-free@home® Wireless
The new freedom. Complete and wireless
Busch-balance® SI
The modern standard for KNX systems

Foreword

Foreword

A brief foreword
about endless
possibilities

Technical progress is becoming human. All the space
that surrounds us adapts itself to our feelings and
plans. We want to feel comfortable and now control
all the details for air-conditioning, light and safety
uncomplicated and comprehensively.The time
has come to fully utilize the numerous possibilities
of connectivity. Allow yourself to be inspired.

01 Connectivity

01 Connectivity

Why is connectivity
so popular?
A slogan requires an answer.
Whoever desires a comfortable home
cannot do without connectivity. Also
system planners and electrical planners
rely on it. With a connected system
electricians offer individual solutions.
Designers and architects create a new
cosy atmosphere.
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01 Connectivity

Connectivity is the basis
for the Smart Home
At home everyone wants to enjoy freedom, feel safe and
at the same time be connected with everything free and
easy. One wants to use new technical possibilities w
 ithout
experiencing any difficulties. This kind of technology is available. It offers countless possibilities. Those who plan it and
make it available need a concept that takes the human
dimensions seriously. And here Busch-Jaeger has a comprehensive offer: Living Space®.

Networked sensors detect human
movements and control sensitively.
The electrical installation technology is going through a
change. Today it is as perfect as never before and is still
being constantly improved. It offers an almost endless variety for meeting the increasing demands of the customers.
Busch-Jaeger creates new clarity: Home automation should
be able to be controlled as easily and comprehensively
as a smartphone. So, why not turn it into a central unit?

Busch-Jaeger is convinced that one should be able to
control everything without an instruction manual, with sensory pleasantness, with little eye contact and ideally with
a movement of the finger. All parameters are controlled on
the one surface and adapted to personal requirements. This
creates genuine Living Space. Here each one can decide
for himself what he requires, when and where he wants to
use how much. The users are the main focus.
Busch-Jaeger is constantly occupied with the home a
 utomation of the future. What are the requirements of the
home of tomorrow? What kind of connectivity provides
greater comfort and efficiency? Current studies show what
intelligently connected systems can accomplish at home.
Better use of solar energy when surplus energy is stored
and utilized optimized to requirement. Also the lighting can
be controlled with the aid of gestures and the intelligent
detection of presence. The possibilities are numerous. All
detailed solutions have one thing in common: they increase
the quality of life.

THE FUTURE IS HOME.
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The Smart Building
is created with a
connected system

I

mpressive office buildings, elegant hotels, representative public architecture
or complex functional buildings are not
created stereotyped. Here the electrical installation technology must today accomplish much more than ever before, if
it wants to do justice with it to the many
requirements of people. And here ABB has
a complete concept: Building Space®.

Much needs to be decided already before
a large real estate unit is used. Investors
must assess the success of the project in
an insecure world, planners need flexible
solutions under ever-changing circumstances, and architects want to create a
three-dimensional experience. At the same
time, environmental protection standards
and the pressures for greater performance
with reduced energy consumption are
i ncreasing.

Aside from the legal specifications, p
 lanners
of the electrical installations must also consider the sensitive factors: the expectations
of tenants, users and operators. All detailed
solutions are linked together and result in
a unit which offers the greatest possible
variety. Everything is interconnected and
functions directly and permanently.
The trend is to also give large buildings
greater personality. With building control
everything can be aligned precisely to meet
the requirements. For efficient lighting a
light switch is not sufficient. Here ABB has
many new solutions. For example, the control of the CO2 value in a room, or sophisticated security technology which operates
as effectively as it does invisibly.
Future-orientation is not a buzz word but
necessary for investors, planners and electrical fitters. All can jointly rely on a connected standard.

N

Hotel

othing remains as it was: what’s
enjoyable about life is its many
possibilities. To ensure that on
going changes and improvements
are maintained, a uniformly flexible system
is better than incompatible technologies
alongside each other. To reconstruct these
later can incur considerable costs and devalue entire real estate properties. It is better
to plan with foresight. Especially for longterm financing, security of investment is required. The best technology is the one that
leads neither to restrictions nor unnecessary
costs. Who can guess already today whether
a floor with many individual offices will later
be reconstructed into a large open office?
Here the future-oriented system from ABB
plays out all its trump cards. The technology
can be extended evolutionary, at any time
and also in the future.

CREATING THE FUTURE.
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Can comfort
be increased?
Every person has his personal idea
about how the home can be
perfected. Lighting, air-conditioning
and safety, everything is perceived
rather subjectively. With smart
home automation everyone can
design his home as he desires.
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More comfort
is possible
When everything
matches
L

ife is getting faster, more complicated and yet more
pleasant. Because many perceive the increase in
p ossibilities in all areas as liberation. Here each technology communicates invisibly with the other and offers
greater convenience, relaxation and comfort. This increase can
both be planned and implemented – by the electrical installation
at home.

The demands of the target groups are increasing. Devices must
function smarter. The preferences are similar in all age groups:
the older ones with their experience and the younger ones with
their curiosity value the simplification. And here connectivity is
the main focus. It is the central element in the control of comfort,
safety and efficiency.

Prerequisite for greater comfort is that the operation of the
technology takes the wishes of the 
u sers seriously. This
starts already 
d uring commissioning. The ideal 
s ituation
is not to have to read an instruction manual but to use the
d evices immediately. This means that in practice the technology that is not perceived as “Technology” would be best.

Immediate enjoyment of pleasant light thanks
to person-dependent and gesture-based control
due to connected sensors.

Technology today is more versatile and is getting simpler. Much
is carried out with a fingertip on the touch screen. Free of a control unit, one can regulate entire scenes with merely a gesture
without having to get up from the sofa. A small down movement
of the hand, and the light is dimmed. Also the position of blinds
and the climate in the room can be adjusted with the movement
of the finger – easy as child’s play.

The best technology is the one that manages more tasks with
simplified operation. The comprehensive control of all functions
in the house which is easily understood by everyone is the basis
for the demands on comfort of today. The person himself is the
main focus. This equally applies to matters of safety: To see who
is ringing the bell at the door, one can now simply look at the
smartphone and even open the door. Relaxation starts when
one can do without stress.

ABB relies on successful cooperation.
On the side of its existing partners such as Bang & Olufsen,
Philips, Gardena or Miele, Busch-Jaeger is at all times focussed
on developing new technologies for greater comfort, safety
and efficiency. Because a home needs strong partners – also
in the future.
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The new freedom
Complete
and wireless
ABB-free@home® Wireless. Now sensors, 
actuators and the control are being
connected into a flexible system. Without
cables it preserves the substance of the
building and is perfect for modernization.
This is how even old buildings are turned
into a Smart Home.

The success of ABB-free@home® rests on three factors: more For the electrical fitter the installation of ABB-free@home® W ireless
possibilities, fewer limitations and easier operation. Now a is very simple and requires little time. Because the central feature
f urther argument is added: simplicity due to wireless connectiv- of the system, the System Access Point, makes access with
ity. It connects sensors, actuators and intelligent control without the PC or tablet possible. The system is also more practical for
the additional need for wiring.
the users because it makes
The difference is fundamenthe lighting, air-conditioning
ABB-free@home® Wireless connects the and safety very easy to contal, because it allows existing
building substances to remain home automation even in old buildings.
trol. All devices can be operunchanged. This means that
ated intuitively with switches
for renovation projects the lights, blinds, heating and air-condi- and displays, mobile with the smartphone, even with speech.
tioning can be raised to the latest Smart Home status.
ABB-free@home® Wireless can be combined with the existing
bus-based ABB-free@home® system without any problem, it can
be extended future-oriented and is therefore a safe investment.
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—— The wireless version opens new possibilities
for modernization projects
—— The best radio connection thanks to
meshed network
—— Economical installation
—— Cabled and radio components
in one system
—— M akes possible the smart control of light,
heating, air-conditioning and blinds
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The flexible System Access Point.
The new System Access Point supports both media wireless
and cabled in the one system. They can be freely combined
independent of their construction type, e.g. flush-mounted or
modular rail mounted devices. Also operation is uniform,
whether via sensors at the door or via the app from the tablet.

System Access Point. The central feature of the
ABB-free@home® system, both for wireless as well as
bus-based installation. It also makes access possible via
computer, tablet, or smartphone via WLAN or Internet.
—— 64 wireless and 64 wired
devices in one system
—— Now also interesting
for renovations

Those who would like to renovate their
home will appreciate the wireless freedom as much as the electrical fitter. Because he uses a system that has a better overview and greater efficiency and
can offer more to his customers. With
the new System Access Point an existing system can be extended by up to
64 wireless components – with flushmounted devices, sensors and actuators for switching, dimming and c
 ontrol
of blinds, with window contacts and
with radio-controlled heater thermostats.
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The ABB-free@home®
Wireless system will
be available
starting October 2016

The wireless devices support the i ntelligent
control. The wireless detectors, for example, detect whether windows and terrace
doors are open or closed. If required, the
ABB-free@home® system also sends an
e-mail or a push message via the myABBLivingSpace remote access. The range of
functions of ABB-free@home® with time
programs or speech control becomes
even more comprehensive together with
the wireless technology.

Up to 64 wireless
for the house, set
and configured.

ABB-free@home® Wireless is operated as
simply as the well-known cabled version.
If functions and comfort features are to
be extended, this is possible at all times
without any great effort. Once it is set up
by the electrical fitter, the user can call
up the user interface on the computer,
tablet or smartphone himself and change
the settings. Everything that is used on a
daily basis is extremely comfortable with
the ABB-free@home® app: light, heating,
blinds are controlled
components easily via smartphone,
up wireless tablet or speech.

Heating system control
The perfect temperature must not be the same everywhere. The
climate can be precisely controlled room for room wireless and
mobile, wireless retrofitted with radio-controlled actuating drives.

Blind control and window monitoring
With just a glance at the screen one can see which windows
are open or closed. Blinds can be set centrally.

Switching and dimming lights
The light atmosphere is influenced where one needs it at the
moment: while reading on the couch, during cooking, at the
dinner table. The transmission of data frees itself wireless from
conventional built-in switches.

Control of air-conditioning and individual rooms
Energy efficiency is maintained and increases with precise
control. The decentralized and made-to measure control cares
for the best savings. The thermostats are controlled wireless.

Door Communication
The door bell always sounds without prior notice. Who wants
to get up immediately and run to the door? Better one picks up
the smartphone – with ABB-free@home® a mobile component
of home automation.
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The new independence
Smart control

“Switch on the ceiling light in the
living room.”

A variety of control options. Controlling the perfect room
climate, or creating the ideal illumination. All this can now be
remote controlled flexibly and sensory precise. With the
ABB-free@home® app integration for smartphone, tablet or PC.
Via fingertip or speech.
—— R egulating with voice
commands
—— Controllable via smartphone,
tablet or PC
—— Precise sensory switching
(e.g.: 30 % dimming of lights)

“Okay. The light ‘Ceiling light’ in the
living room has been switched on.”

A sympathetic communicator.
The dialogue with the technology is becoming human because the speech
recognition operates interactively and cares for clarity. If one would merely say
“Switch the ceiling light on”, the system would ask: “Do you mean ‘ceiling light’
in the kitchen, in the living room or in the bath?”. The intelligent speech control
also knows fine percentage values. If the user says; “Turn ‘dining recess lights’
down to 50%”, it will be carried out immediately. Practical when leaving the
house. “Turn off all the lights”. Done immediately: “Okay. All lights have been
switched off.”

ABB-free@homeTouch 4.3".
The ultra-compact display for
the cabled ABB-free@home ®.
It fits discreetly into the wall and
impresses with a large range
of functions.
For all who want to make it comfortable for themselves at home, There are further possibilities: speech. A brief sentence such
planners and electrical fitters can offer ABB-free@home®. An as “switch on all the lights in the living room” suffices. The
operating concept provides greater satisfaction because everyone system confirms it with: “Okay. All lights in the living room
has the choice as to
have been switched
whether one c
ontrols With touch screen and speech, one experiences
on”. The system also
functions via a panel on genuine freedom during operation.
processes
percentage values. Those who
the wall – configures with
personal settings – or controls the house mobile via the smart- want to have it even more exact can control all factors on the
touch screen, precisely where the changes are needed. This
phone with the fingertips thanks to the ABB-free@home® app.
allows everyone to enjoy maximum comfort and at the same
time energy efficiency. With it electrical fitters can today offer
even more than the customers expect.
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Voice Control already
available for iOs
Voice Control after 7 days
free-trial as in-app purchase
introduction price: € 19.90
4.3" inch display will be
available starting June 2016
Price for an
ABB-free@homeTouch 4.3",
€ 397.00
All prices are recommendations
based on German gross price
list 2016 without VAT.

With the compact and slim ABB-free@homeTouch 4.3" up to
16 functions can be switched especially comfortably, such as
a central everything-off command or the status of the window,
for example. Operation is carried out with tap or swipe gestures,
intuitive and varied: When the panel is touched with three or
more fingers at the same time, the ceiling light switches on or
off automatically, also when the panel is currently in standby
mode. The integrated room thermostat cleverly replaces the
conventional control technique. Nice, when the electrical fitter
can offer something outstanding. Here it is a subtle design as
flush-mounted model with a mounting height of only 8 mm.
Installed fast and, thanks to ABB-free@home ®, intuitively
programmed.
	 – Innovations 2016
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The suitable switch
With free selection

The new colour combinations match with mat or shiny metallic
finishes perfectly with modern furnishings. If, for example, one
combines ivory with mat chrome or metallic buttons with shiny
frames, here one goes beyond what is normal and yet still offers
discreet design. Available as of now for ABB-free@home®.

Switch range solo® and future® linear for ABB-free@home®.
The variety of colour and style of the switch range perfectly
fits the countless possibilities of ABB-free@home®.
All products are available
immediately
Price for a rocker, 1gang
with icon dimmer,
Aluminium silver: € 7.18
07

All prices are recommendations
based on German gross price
list 2016 without VAT.

02

01

03

04

05

06

08

09

10

11

future® linear
All possibilities
in a clear line.

The design of future ® linear is as minimalist as an architect
for post-modern buildings would draw it with a ruler. This
rectilinearity supplements itself with the new colour versions
for ABB-free@home® also
®
with regard to the current ABB-free@home turns the classic
variety of style, because switch into a versatile talent.
its form is intrinsically clear
and geometric. As the exterior so the interior: the entire variety
of controls is made available with fine precision. The electrical
fitter here offers the soothing classic operation and at the same
time all possibilities. Installed and configured in a flash. Freedom
at home – ABB-free@home®.
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01 Studio white, matt*

solo®

03 Black matt*

—— For all switch ranges with cover plate of
identical construction, such as Busch-axcent®,
solo ®, carat® and future® linear

04 Ivory white

—— Can be combined with many colours

07 Studio white /chrome matt

02 Studio white

05 Anthracite
06 Aluminium silver

Soft dynamics
for the new home.

08 Grey metallic /chrome gloss
09 Studio white /studio white
10 Ivory white /chrome matt
11 Yellow/chrome matt

*S
 ofttouch: Stimulating
colours with pleasant haptics
and a hard-wearing surface
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Mobile home automation
Personal and safe

— — A system with the highest
standard of safety
— — The best encryption by
myABB-LivingSpace
— — Clarity due to a uniform platform
— — Fast remote access to ABB-free@home®
and ABB-Welcome

myABB-LivingSpace. Simply control the ABB-Welcome
door communication and ABB-free@home® applications
while travelling – with the utmost safety.

If one wishes to operate a camera, the lights, the heating and
the doors via smartphone or tablet while travelling, there can be
no compromise with regard to the security of data. For this ABB
and Busch-Jaeger care for with the independent test facility. It
checks the IP safety of components for the building systems
technology in d ifferent test configurations. The protection of
privacy is decisive.

https://my.abb-livingspace.com

myABB-LivingSpace

All important matters which one controls at home via ABB-free@ Access to the world of Busch-Jaeger is as easy as it is safe.
home®, can be controlled in all its fineness from afar, such as blinds, One accesses the protected personal area with the login key.
light and air-conditioning. In addition, one can connect online with Here the user has full remote access to his home, without
one’s door communication. One no
the 
u nderlying KNX information
longer misses a door call and can ABB-free@home ® digitally provides becoming visible on the Internet.
see who is at the door, even from a
The user communicates in all
additional safety for the house.
distance of thousands of kilometres.
clarity with myABB-LivingSpace,
One comprehensively controls the entire ABB-free@home® sys- which in turn transmits the control data encrypted to the Smart
tem with one’s mobile devices while travelling.
Home. In this way connectivity increases the safety.
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HOME

Everything under control.
Via the portal myABB-LivingSpace all ABB-free@home®
applications are remote controllable worldwide.
my.abb-livingspace.com

MOBIL
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The future of the
Smart Home
Strategic partnerships
and API
Comprehensive connectivity with a new platform.
Home becomes more pleasant and intelligent when
the home automation interacts perfectly with other
systems, devices, Internet services and other services.

Whoever connects his home holistically with all devices
plus Internet service, knows how important open 
i nterfaces and application environments are. Now the time has
come to be open to new cooperations, interfaces and partnerships. Busch-Jaeger has successfully worked together for
many years with major brands of entertainment electronics,
kitchen and garden technology and other areas and continues
to d evelop comprehensive connectivity in the intelligent home.
The market leader in the electrical installation technology stands
for innovation and is an important impulse generator when it
comes to linking the Smart Home with other systems as well as
with Internet services and other services. And so, as an example, B usch-Jaeger presents several studies on current trends in
technology and products and shows how the smart home automation can be connected to p
 hotovoltaic and battery storage
systems of ABB Solar as well as house emergency call systems.

Surplus energy can be efficiently stored with the REACT b
 attery
storage system. Via the standard ABB-free@home ® user interface the operator receives a clear answer at all times to the important questions: How much energy am
I currently producing? How much power Solar energy gets better
is being fed into the grid? What is the
use with intelligence.
charging status of the battery? How can
I optimize my consumption? In this way the washing machine is
switched on only when more current is produced than is being
consumed. Everything can be controlled with the clear ABBfree@home® menu.

Energy
Energy

New perspectives for comprehensive connectivity in the intelligent house is offered by mozaiq. This term stands for an open
platform for perfect interoperability in the Smart Home and with
Smart Home services. mozaiq is supported by a joint venture
and by the mozaiq partner alliance e.V.
Busch-Jaeger uses the open mozaiq platform to connect its
Smart Home systems with further products and services. Here
existing program interfaces (APIs) already assist to implement
links to different systems fast and without any problems – photo
voltaic and battery storage systems of ABB Solar as well as
house emergency call systems.

An

An open platform makes new
cooperations possible.

House emergency call services, which are integrated in
ABB-free@home®, provide faster responses to emergency situations of people in need of assistance: A speech connection to
the service centre of the service provider is established via the
house emergency call device
emergency call in the connected or a portable emergency call
system gets help immediately. button. Their staff can then
carry out previously specified
actions remotely, such as switch on the lights, t elevision or radio
and open the door to a trusted person via ABB-Welcome. Help
is immediate and definite.

Service
Service
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—— Suitable for Philips hue and
Osram Lightify systems
—— For all radio-controlled lamps in
the ZigBee Light Link Standard
—— Integrable in classic
switch designs
—— Flexibility due to battery-operated
radio control buttons
—— Switching and dimming ideal
for old buildings
—— O ld and new light technology
perfected in parallel

A colourful future
Controlling light with
radio control
ZigBee Light Link. The wireless lighting control, standardized
throughout the world, extends the classic installation, to
control radio-controlled lamps with smartphone, tablet and
solo® and future® linear control elements.
Controlling light scenes individually, controlling colour tempera- With ZigBee Light Link genuine remote control comfort is easy
tures totally according to taste and situation, this is possible to retrofit, without a separate wire. The old switch can be
with ZigBee Light Link in addition to the existing installation. replaced with a wall-mounted radio transmitter which is glued
RGBW and CCT lamps are operated simply from the instal- on. A separately mounted ZigBee Light Link flush-mounted
lation switch. Here one can design one’s applications flexibly, insert in the room can be additionally remote controlled from this
with three different control elements on the wall, 1gang, 2gang position. Also ZigBee Light Link lamps of other manufacturers,
and 4gang, in two versions for flush-mounted use or battery- such as Philips hue and Osram Lightify, can be activated directly
operated. The flush-mounted inserts cover
without any additional devices. Comall applications of lighting control, such as RGBW and CCT lamps
fortable with the smartphone or the
switching and dimming.
are now easily remote radio- tablet and entirely classical with the
button on the wall.

controlled with a button.

All products are
available immediately
Price for a
ZigBee Light Link wall-mounted
transmitter, 4-channel
€ 124.00
All prices are
recommendations
based on German
gross price list 2016
without VAT.

Philips hue LED.
Philips hue lamps can also be controlled without hue app:
comfortably via a Busch-Jaeger button on the wall, preferably
the popular solo® or future® linear switch.
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Controlling white
in all shades
From warm to cool
DALI potentiometer. With the latest technology the
colour temperature is easily set continuously variable
between 2700K and 6500K, perfect for tunable
white lamps according to the current DALI standard.

The demand for adjustable light temperatures is rising. The latest technology
and uniform standard make it possible,
for example, to adapt artificial light to
the course of natural daylight, precisely
to the circadian rhythm, the biological
functions which change throughout the
day. In hospitals this can have a positive
effect on healing processes. In the industry the colour of light can even have an
effect on production. With the plain DALI
p otentiometer tunable white lamps show
their strengths.

— — A rotary knob for controlling
the colour temperature
— — A s active or passive
potentiometer
— — E asy to install in the flushmounted box
— — F or all Busch-Jaeger switch
ranges (except Decento®)

All products are
available immediately

A lot of programming with very little effort
The colour temperature can be stored as a basic setting directly
on the potentiometer. Also the switch-on brightness, basic
b rightness and orientation light colour fine and with analogue
feeling can be changed and programmed.
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What one calls a potentiometer today is far
more than it was previously. With a modern
incremental transducer the control of LED
lamps is carried out according to the DALI
standard. The potentiometers themselves
are offered as active or passive devices
with and without DALI power supply. The
adjustment of the colour temperature
between 2700 K and 6500 K with suitable
lamps is perceived as continuous due to
the 254 steps. On the rotary knob itself
one can set 18 different colour shades for
light for orientation. The new function in
the classical rotary switch makes modern
illumination perfect.

Price for a
Busch-rotary dimmer
Flush-mounted, DALI,
tunable white: € 51.40
All prices are
recommendations
based on German
gross price list 2016
without VAT.
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Sound without cables
In all rooms
Busch-Radio BTconnect and Busch-Bluetooth Receiver.
Radio stations or music are received and played via
Bluetooth or automatic antenna detection. The quality of
living is increased and irritating cabling is dispensed with.
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Now one can enjoy music in the entire
house via the smartphone or the radio:
The new Busch-Radio BTconnect from
the Busch-AudioWorld® range is the next
generation of modern home e
 ntertainment
from Busch-Jaeger. Via an integrated
Bluetooth receiver the
The best sound with radio available music can be
easily streamed from
and Bluetooth, in slim
the mobile terminal
flush-mounted devices.
device. An RDS-FM
radio completes the
sound and so creates the best possible
selection of music.

The solutions for installation from BuschJaeger are first choice also in the audio
sector, due to functionality and price.
A safe, and preferably wireless, operation of
small audio devices is especially important
in hotels. They remain fixed in the wall,
where they are, and function permanently.

There is always a demand for clear
s olutions in the surrounding atmosphere.
Whatever style is desired, many devices
and cables permanently interfere with
the design and cosiness. Better is when
the electrical fitter can offer a precise line
without any effort.

Also at home the cleared-up solution is
the better alternative. Those who value
gentle sounds in the bathroom, can replay
the personal audio program via streaming
from the flush-mounted loudspeakers in
the walls, without external devices and
without a single cable.
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— — Flush-mounted VHF-Radio with
integrated Bluetooth receiver

—— Input via Bluetooth and
AUX input

— — 8 program memory positions

—— Intuitive operation,
clear design

— — Illuminated, graphic-capable display
and central rocker for intuitive
operation
— — Screwless terminals for
loudspeakers and peripheral
connections
AUX INPUT

— — Automatic antenna detection

—— Compact with integrated
power adaptor
—— For Busch-AudioWorld® as
stand-alone amplifier
—— Combines with all current
Busch-Jaeger switch ranges

— — After switching on it connects itself
with the device coupled last
FM RADIO

BLUETOOTH

AUX INPUT

BLUETOOTH

Built-in ceiling loudspeakers
for the perfect sound.

Busch-Radio BTconnect. A complete flush-mounted
device, receiving everything the listeners want to
hear, even the personal selection of music from the
smartphone via Bluetooth streaming.

Busch-Bluetooth Receiver. The wall is getting smart.
The receiver receives the data via Bluetooth, to continue
processing them directly. Cleanly amplified via the wall
loudspeakers without any visible cables.

A perfect radio, reduced to the smallest space: flush-mounted in
the wall. The digital amplifier integrated in the radio in c
 onnection
with the matching, acoustically optimized loudspeaker inserts
from the Busch-AudioWorld ® range provides a powerful, strong
tonal music and speech replay. The B usch-Radio BTconnect
simultaneously integrates itself together with the built-in
loudspeakers into all switch ranges
(except Decento®). It is suitable for Radio and loudspeaker
the private sector and for shopping
in a compact format.
premises, offices, medical practices, legal offices or hotels, and can be installed without a
problem in small rooms, in normal flush-mounted boxes. The
system can also be switched on with a light switch or movement detector.

The Busch-Bluetooth Receiver is an ideal solution for all who
stream their own selection of music from the smartphone
and do not need a flush-mounted radio. The new receiver
impresses with its high tonal
quality and connection for an Audio data via Bluetooth directly
external m
 usic source, which
into the wall to the loudspeaker.
makes coupling to the television sound in hotels possible. As a permanently installed
f lush-mounting solution the Busch-Bluetooth Receiver with

the most varied Busch-AudioWorld ® loudspeakers offers an
outstanding enjoyment of sound.
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All products will
be available
starting June 2016
Price for a
Busch-Radio BTconnect,
Set: € 216.40
All prices are
recommendations
based on German
gross price list 2016
without VAT.

All products will be available
starting June 2016
Price for a Busch-Bluetooth
Receiver Set: € 194.50
Price for a built-in
ceiling loudspeaker,
8 cm / 3": € 48.00
All prices are recommendations
based on German gross price
list 2016 without VAT.
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Variety of sound
Easy to operate
Sonos in the Busch-ComfortTouch®. KNX and
Sonos multi-room control connect building
systems technology, home entertainment and
IP telecommunication, clearly controllable with
touch screen and intelligent audio application.

—— High quality of design and
intuitive operation
—— Efficient integration of the
Sonos sound system
—— High-resolution screens in two
sizes: 9" and 12.1"
—— P erfect for single or multifamily
homes and commercial objects

SONOS is the popular smart speaker system
with which one can play music in all rooms,
controlled via the Busch-ComfortTouch®.

The ongoing innovative development of the Busch-ComfortTouch® meets great demand. It not only offers comfortable home automation, but is at the same time an
information and entertainment centre for modern living
comfort, the highest
safety, energy efficien- The stereo system of
cy and telecommuni- integrated into home
cation. One intuitively
uses the entire room as audio system, due to the intelligent connection between SONOS and KNX control.
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The Busch-ComfortTouch® acts as gateway between
KNX and SONOS. The user can select his music in the
display via the user interface and variously adjust the
sound. It is additionally possible to control the music via
the rocker of a KNX switch. The
today:
SONOS sound system can also be
automation. comfortably integrated in a scene.
For example, colourful music
automatically supplements itself with dimmed light and
lowered blinds. The system can also be linked for fault and
alarm messages. Independence simply sounds good.
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KNX remote control
With mobile device
with ease

—— For smartphones and tablets (iOS
and Android) and the Apple watch
—— Web-based commissioning
—— Intuitive and comfortable operation

Busch-ControlTouch ® KNX. The functions of
KNX home automation today are operated not
only via Busch-ComfortTouch® or switch, but
also remote-controlled via smartphone and
smartwatch. Clear control for electrical fitter
and customer.

—— IP cameras, Sonos wireless
boxes and Philips Hue lamps can
be integrated
—— Error and alarm messages via push
messages

Product is available
immediately
Price for a
Busch-ControlTouch® KNX,
€ 899.00
All prices are recommendations
based on German gross price list
2016 without VAT.

under preparation

Smartphones, tablets and smartwatches turn into a practical
remote control, thanks to Busch-ControlTouch ® KNX. It connects
the KNX installation with the IP network and controls all KNX
functions in the building. The applications for iOS and Android
create intuitive operation. This allows switches, dimmers, blinds,
scenes, IP cameras, Sonos wireless boxes, Philips Hue lamps
and many more to be integrated into the system.

Easy up- and download from ETS allows a smooth engineering
workflow, reduce time and money. The gridview allows a quick
overview of your KNX installation.

The compact system has a KNX, a
LAN and a 5-36 V c
 onnection for Mobile operation is the modern
an external power a
 daptor. It is
solution for fitters and customers.
additionally equipped with two
buttons for restarts and two LED lamps for the display of status
and connection. The complete commissioning of the module
and the changes are made web-based via the myABB-LivingSpace Internet portal.
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Can safety
actually be
planned?
To some questions there are no
obvious answers. Because personal
perception depends on many factors,
especially when safety is involved.
To achieve what is possible at best,
connectivity creates a system which
thinks in several dimensions.
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He who
relies not
merely on
feelings,
creates
trust
42
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W

hen everything 
changes,
globally as well as locally,
people react with increased
sensitivity for safety. Nice
when there are new technologies which
counteract the feeling of insecurity and
even perform better and set new standards.
Safety is created when one installs
sustainable and flexible technology. With
intelligent automation and connectivity, a
system is developed from the electrical
installation with which one can even now
look calmly forward to the surprises and
challenges of tomorrow.

Every professional who has been
planning systems for years knows the
shortcomings of older systems. What’s it
worth to have a video image transmitted
that cannot be shown in sufficient detail
due to a single weak spot, or even omits
a decisive viewing angle? Equally important is that the door communication frees
itself from stationary devices, such as an
intercom system.
Here the integration of a smartphone into
the door communication does a much
better job. This makes it possible to talk
to unexpected visitors at the holiday site
thousands of kilometres away. Safety
is created here because an intelligent
solution has been installed. Busch-Jaeger
has perfected the details and made planning easier. The residents enjoy greater
transparency and the planners can actually take precautions.

The feeling of safety is created when no
system fails, whether in the single residential unit or in the skyscraper. Here
decentralized residual current circuit
breakers prevent accidents because they
respond instantly without immobilizing
other systems. In this way the planners
of the building take the requirements
of all residents into consideration. This
protects small children during their discovery tours, and people in need of care
have everything for requesting immediate
assistance.

Safety
is created
when all
components
cooperate
non-stop.
Hotel

All necessary functions can be made
available in one and the same real e
 state
object, without the confusion of incompatible technologies getting in each
others way. With Busch-Jaeger the planner turns into a versatile talent. Because
with the connected system he has an
overview of all the options. He creates
a system that functions as a whole and
which can also be extended at any time
in the future.
	 – Innovations 2016
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Technology
welcome in
every home
Door communication.
With ABB-Welcome, safety
can be increased and
comfort raised. The variety
of connected devices creates
new flexibility for installation
and application. The design
adapts itself both to the user
and to the building and allows
a comprehensive system to
be created for new buildings
and modernization projects.
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Three modules for
seeing, speaking
and understanding

ABB-Welcome status module.
New standards for constructional systems assist hearingimpaired persons. This door
communication module meets
the new standards for visual,
acoustic and tactile operation.

All products will be available
starting October 2016
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The current ISO CD 21542 (barrier-free constructions) creates
new conditions: Structural systems without barriers must meet
technical requirements also for door opening and
inter
com systems. The new constructional com
New modular solutions
ponent is integrated into an outdoor station, into a
create greater clarity and letter box system or into the side panel of the door
freedom of movement.
and, by means of icons backlit in blue or red, signals
a visitor with impaired hearing when he is requested
to speak, when the door is opened, when the bell is ringing,
and also when no one is available.

— — Conforms to new DIN
standards for access
— — Can be integrated into
existing systems
— — V isually precise user
guidance
The non-slip table stand for the ABB-Welcome Touch or the
ABB-free@home® Touch 7" is perfectly suited for reception
counters and bar areas. The cable is subtly fed out towards
the rear. The table stand is available immediately.

ABB-Welcome info module.
Modern outdoor stations
require areas for information
such as house number or
opening hours. Illuminated
and well-shaped.

ABB-Welcome blank module.
Access control devices of other
manufacturers can be easily
and even invisibly integrated
into the ABB-Welcome module.
Openness and flexibility create
the best system.

All too often entrances to commercial objects are designed
inharmonious. Many different styles alongside each o
ther is
unfavourable for all companies in the building. A good c
 alling
card, on the other hand, is the ABB-Welcome information module. House number, company information such as
opening hours are presented elegantly and clearly readable. The uniform topography in black on grey adapts 
itself
subtly to every style of architecture. Also at night every
thing is clearly readable thanks to the LED background illu
mination. One appreciates when the electrical fitter works in a
neat way. Here his appearance is demonstrated in the best light.

At times it is not possible to obtain everything from a single
source. ABB-Welcome also offers the option of integrating
3rd-party applications into the outdoor module, without interfering with the attractive uniform design. This makes one
favourable also for future extensions, without having to make
compromises with regard to the design. The blank plate is
well-shaped and appears to the observer as a design element.
Details are important, and every electrical fitter is aware of this.
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Cooperation
With the best perspectives
—— For up to 15 different analogue
video cameras on 1 device
—— Also suited for analogue cameras
of other manufacturers
—— Completely clear images
—— For retrofitting and extension

Camera interface. Greater flexibility and a
better overview with up to 15 external cameras.
Integrated into the ABB-Welcome system.

The comprehensive interface provides a wide view. This allows alternative
or supplementary visibility angles to be implemented, because this interface processes the signals from up to 15 analogue channels. In addition,
the recorded signals can be transferred to external DVR or TV systems. To
record every detail, up to four camera interfaces can
be connected to an ABB-Welcome system. Parallel Many cameras
to the new interface, Busch-Jaeger offers three new integrated into
analogue cameras: one classical video camera, one
dome and one mini-dome camera. A further offer: Aside from the pre-configured ABB-Welcome outdoor stations, also customized outdoor stations
can be individually combined. Safety has no limits.

are simply
a system.
Supplementary analogue camera solutions
for the camera interface from the ABB-Welcome
range are available from June.

All products will be available
starting October 2016
Price for a camera interface
€ 180.00
All prices are recommendations
based on German gross price list
2016 without VAT.
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Size decides
When it is mini
—— Only half the space
required as before

System controller, mini. A complete central unit, which
even supports the complete door communication,
everything space-saving in only 6 module widths, for
renovations by means of a simple replacement.

Figure

1:1

—— S imple replacement
for renovations
—— S upports complete
audio and video functions
in one device

When the electrical cabinet must
remain small, the more compact
system controller is the first choice.

+

While the requirements for an electrical
cabinet are increasing, the space does
not. Here the new system controller
mini in the ABB-Welcome range is ideal,
because it manages all relevant controls with only 6 module widths. It supplies a door video station and two ABBWelcome panels with all their audio and
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Half the space – large performance.
The system controller mini requires
only half the the space than that of a
conventional system controller.

+

video functions. Also door openers and
corridor lights can be switched directly.
This system is especially suitable for renovations since the existing electrical cabinet can continue to be used. An efficient
one-to-one replacement of old systems
saves money, time and brings satisfaction
to the users and electrical fitters.

All products are
available immediately
Price for a
system controller, mini
€ 149.00
All prices are
recommendations
based on German
gross price list 2016
without VAT.
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Longer independent
A question of technology

—— The highest operational
safety according to
DIN VDE 0834 / IEC EN50131.
—— Can be perfectly integrated in all
current switch ranges

Busch-easycare®. The new light call and communication system
for homes for the elderly, nursing homes. Versatile and precise
according to the current standard DIN VDE 0834 / IEC EN50131.
The demands for nursing homes are high. Busch-easycare® has
received the Best of Design Award and integrates itself rich in
variety into the existing architecture. The system is versatile: Stylistically thanks to the numerous switch ranges, and technically,
because it can be extended for many nursing care situations
and organizational structures. Standard DIN VDE 0834 / IEC
EN50131 is, of course, fully adhered to. For running operation
the important functions such as call logging is fully guaranteed.
The users are safe due to pull and pneumatic push-buttons and
acoustic feedback signal.

Also impressive is the simple installation, which does not require
any special system wiring and is also suitable for renovation or
extension. This is because standard flush-mounted boxes can
be used for all system components. And because existing flushmounted boxes can be used for all system components. Even
the display insert for the central room control via a bus structure
fits into a simple installation box. If required, additional devices
can later be integrated into the installation topology without any
problem. There are numerous possibilities for assisting people.

The system conforms to standards
and adapts itself at all times to the
most diverse nursing care situations.
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—— P lug-and-play installation during
initial commissioning

All products are available
immediately
Price for a
display insert
€ 295.00
All prices are
recommendations
based on German
gross price list 2016
without VAT.

Is suitable for many architectural and design versions:
With the switch ranges Busch-balance® SI,
Reflex SI, Busch-Duro 2000® SI, future® linear
Busch-axcent®, solo®, carat®.
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Fastest response
In the flatest form
FI-SCHUKOMAT (RCD). No compromises when it
comes to safety. The new decentralized residental
current circuit-breaker devices in a new flat design.

—— W ith built-in residual current
circuit-breaker
—— New flat design
—— S uitable for all flush-mounted
switch ranges except impuls
and Decento®
—— For the water-protected
switch range ocean®
(surface- and flush-mounted)
—— For surface- and flush-mounting
—— W ith claw fixation
—— Integrated output line connection

The highest possible response speed of circuit breakers is
a bsolutely essential. Wherever no adequate residual current
p rotection exists, the decentralized solution conforming to

standards is the first choice: The residual current circuit breakers
SCHUKOMAT and Buschmat FI have been newly developed
according to VDE0664/EN61008, in a flat compact design. The
Buschmat can be used to protect additional conSafety is required at the scene,
nected lines. Also the new improved SCHUKOMAT
also well-shaped and space-saving. can be used for this; a load can be directly plugged
into it. In its form and height the product has been
adapted to the “normal” socket outlet. Handling is carried out
intuitive. After triggering and subsequent rectification of the
error the socket outlet is enabled again via the grey button. The
function can be tested with the yellow button.

All products are available
immediately
Price for a
FI SCHUKOMAT (RCD)
socket outlet,
€ 148.00
All prices are
recommendations
based on German
gross price list 2016
without VAT.
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Clarity for all
With precise
CO2 values

—— CO2 and humidity sensor
with display
—— A dditional display of the
temperature and air pressure
—— A ctivation for window opener
or fan (two levels)
—— A djustable switch-off delay
—— S election of automatic or
manual operation

The new Busch-CO2 sensor. Measures air quality
and humidity and regulates the incoming fresh air.
It switches the ventilation on automatically and
opens the window as soon as the maximum CO2
value has been exceeded in the room.

All products are available
immediately
Price for a Busch-CO2: € 254.00
All prices are recommendations
based on German gross price
list 2016 without VAT.

All of today’s houses, private and public buildings of all
kinds must conform to the energy efficiency standard.
The energy saving ordinance demands the insulation of
windows, roof and wall and leads to extremely low air exchange values. The advantage of saving energy turns into
a disadvantage: The CO2 concentration in the rooms rise –
and also the humidity. The air is merely circulated and
no fresh air is fed in. Here Busch-Jaeger has developed
an innovative indoor air sensor. A logically arranged display shows the actual status of the air, the CO2 content,
the humidity, air pressure and temperature in clear text.
Also threshold values can be entered and transmitted. The
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windows and ventilation are automatically controlled via
relays. The display turns red when the threshold values
are exceeded. One has the indoor air quality under control. To optimize this is a basic need during the planning
of real estate.

The quality of air should not merely
be measured but actively influenced,
with clarity and compactly.
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The safe access
With card and comfort
Millenium Access Control. The overall economical system for
the KNX access control in hotels, consisting of cards, card
reader, card holder and software, well-shaped in the clear lines
of the Millenium range.
—— Access control and KNX in
one device
—— Perfect for the KNX standard
—— Straight-lined design of the
Millenium range
—— Operationally safe passive
transponder
01 Transponder holder
02	Transponder reader

—— Contactless between card
and reader

01

02

All products are available
immediately
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The key has long been replaced by the card. To obtain maxi- The configuration, overview and control is made easy on the
mum security one relies on a proven system which does not computer via the MiniMAC software. The connection between
allow faulty operation and which functions solidly. The card is PC and reader is bidirectional. The complete system consists of
detected already at a distance of 2 cm
the transponder reader, the transponder
from the transponder. It operates with the Cards are the better key:
holder for the hotel room, transponder
passive MIFARE technology and is sup- safer, less costly, central
cards and the MiniMAC software. The deplied with an external 12 or 24 V power, to
sign of the transponder reader and holder
to control and check.
also operate reliably without bus voltage.
is integrated in the Millenium range, and
The data is exchanged via the KNX protocol.
fits into the flush-mounted box of the British Standard wall box.
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Is efficiency
really the most
important thing?
Those who want to be successful
with the new technologies of
home automation, must provide
faultless performance, make a
system available that meets the
most individual wishes and be
cost-effective at all times. Those
with a lot of responsibility need
a competent partner.
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When
everything is
efficient, one
can think
about what
is even more
important
T

he electrical installation consists of more than cables,
switches and fuses. Networking has created a new
basis, which makes new intelligent circuits possible.
The exchange of data takes place at a higher range
of variation and at finer control than cabled analogue systems
could do it. And that is why automatisms today no longer run
stereotyped. All professionals who install and service such intelligent systems appreciate the new efficiency. From the first to
the last working step one has a complete overview. This, too,
is what constitutes an efficient system.
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With intelligent building management all requirements about
automation must have an effect on the definite application range
and be monitored in the opposite direction. How can remotely
located automatic lighting be evaluated in its correct function?
How is visualization carried out? How easy is it to oversee and
control everything? With modern architecture ambitious demands arise quickly. For example, sensitive blinds can be quickly
raised by means of the data of the weather station.

Energy savings are created
with the connectivity of many
sensors and actuators.

Energy efficiency has never been an easy
target to reach. Now connected sensors
are able to flexibly minimize the use of
energy at many points in the building. This
makes heating, air-conditioning and light
not of a fixed size, it is always dependent
on the number of people in the building.
No room is used constantly at 100 %.
Here the innovative detection of presence
with a sensor is of assistance. For example, it provides automatic control of the
air-conditioning system in dependence of
the number of persons in the room and
can adjust the light atmosphere to the

use of the room – especially in Building
Space is this the smarter solution. This
and much more is achieved when the system functions in its entirety. No easy task,
but with Busch-Jaeger this is a claim the
professional can meet.
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LED is in
Also the suitable dimmer
— — Designed for switch cabinets

—— A ctivation of up to four channels
per device

— — Unique local operation

Figure

1:1

— — E xtension unit inputs for switching
and button signals

—— For 1 RGB or RGBW LED lamp

— — Switchover option between leading
edge control and trailing edge control

—— Version with or without integrated
adaptor supply

— — O ptimised for the operation of retrofit
LED lamps

—— Overheating as well as overload
protection

—— M ounting direct at the lamp

— — Mixed load operation also possible
with conventional lamps

Product is available
immediately

All products will be available
starting October 2016

Price for a Busch-Universal
master dimmer LED 1 MW
€ 74.90

Price for 1-4-channel LED dimmers
for LED modules with constant
voltage and integrated power supply
€ 335.00

All prices are
recommendations based
on German gross price list
2016 without VAT.

Busch-Universal master dimmer LED.
The rail-mounted dimmer for the distributor case,
installed small and compact in one module width,
controls LEDs perfectly.

The compact MDRC dimmer, especially developed for the dis- mum brightness. The numerous special functions impress,
tributor case, has been optimized for the operation of LED retrofit such as memory, snooze, wake-up, children’s room, central
lamps and also proves itself in mixed-load
cleaning light and time functions.
The technically perfect basis off,
operation with conventional incandesSupplemented by the stairwell control
cent lamps, high-voltage halogen lamps for creating all desired light
with switch-off prewarning according to
and low-voltage halogen lamps on atmospheres.
DIN 18015-2 / RAL-RG678. Unique here
wound and electronic transformers. The
is the local operation. The dimmer techdimming range is very large due to the adjustable minimum / maxi- nology in compact format without compromise.
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Without additional power supply
€ 199.00

LED dimmer KNX. LEDs are becoming more
and more popular and make new forms of
illumination possible. The special LED dimmer
in the KNX standard allows a wider spectrum
of illuminated atmospheres.

Current LED modules with constant voltage must be activated
according to performance and error-free. Whether RGB modules
or RGBW modules, the new Busch LED dimmer KNX here ensures an individual atmosphere of light. The technology toward
trend, because here it is going in the direction of enclosed
complete LED lamps. In this way finely structured light accents
can be set in buildings. Also indirect backlighting of floors, ceilings and walls is possible.

All prices are
recommendations based
on German gross price list 2016
without VAT.

The new LED converters regulate the brightness as flicker-free
and homogenous as one has been used to with the previous
incandescent lamp dimmers. Integrated in KNX they are constructed consistently and, on the one hand, versatile to install:
They regulate an RGB or RGBW module or up to four individual
white LED modules, for example. On the other hand, the compact construction is practical because the dimmer itself can be
positioned even in intermediate ceilings with restricted spaces.
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Greater performance
in commercial buildings
With KNX variety
The KNX product range for functional buildings. New compact
devices with KNX coupling meet the rising demands of
commercial buildings. The extensive range of applications
demonstrate the power of the KNX standard.
Product will be available
starting October 2016
Room temperature controller / CO2
Humidity with universal input 5gang
€ 320.00
All prices are recommendations based
on German gross price list 2016
without VAT.

01	Sensor unit, per rocker 2gang
left/right with icon “Blind” and
“Scene” in the Busch-balance® SI
range
02	CO 2 Sensor insert

01

02

The standard installation programs Reflex SI and Busch-bal- In addition, the push-button coupling unit is also designed for
ance® SI with their full depth of range fit smoothly into KNX. further switch ranges. Each detail is carefully designed and
They offer the precise technology
constructed for professional use.
portfolio needed for functional
KNX sensors show their versatility A highlight is the indoor air sensor.
buildings: On the one hand, with
In rooms with many people, such
movement detectors which are of function for professional use.
as meeting rooms, conference
alert and automatically perform
or class rooms, the CO2 content,
numerous tasks in all areas of the building. On the other hand, humidity, atmospheric pressure and temperature can be conroom temperature controllers for the correct balance b
 etween trolled in a versatile way – via KNX.
heating and cooling and indoor air sensors for fresh air.
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The connected room
temperature controller
Today’s standard

01

02

Efficient data-exchange.
All KNX room temperature controllers are based on
a standardized parameterization in the ETS. This,
for example, transfers the basic set values from one
room temperature controller to additional ones.

— — Intuitive operating and display concept
— — Integrated Master/SLAVE concept
Including fan coil applications

01 Busch-balance® SI room temperature controller KNX
02	 Busch-balance® SI room temperature controller KNX for object areas
03 s ol o ® room temperature controller KNX

— — Comprehensible, uniform parameters
and applications

04	Busch-triton ® room temperature controller KNX

— — Basic load for protection of floor heating

05	Busch-priOn ® room temperature controller KNX

— — A dditional stage usable as second
control circuit

06 Busch-ComfortTouch®

03

04

ABB i-bus® KNX room temperature controller.
They must fulfil more and more functions. They
are usable for functional buildings only with full
compatibility for the future. Busch-Jaeger raises
them to a uniform room temperature controller
concept.
The range of functions of the devices is rising. Here one needs
innovative concepts to ensure fast and safe operation by the
user. This makes the room temperature controller very complex,
due to the extensive software parameters and the variety of
information in the display. Heating, ventilation and cooling are
becoming more and more important due to their high saving
potential especially in functional buildings, and with it also the
efficient control in the building. The standards EN15232 and
EnEV2014 make high demands on the control of individual
rooms in the building. Busch-Jaeger controllers meet these.
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The range of functions of the software has been extended:
1. The devices can be operated in single, master and slave function. 2. The one-setpoint concept cares for cooling or heating
with one set value. 3. Basic loads, such as for floor heating, can
be sensitively set and controlled. 4. An additional stage acts as
a second controller. This runs automatically in the background.
5. Fully compatible: The new more extensive functions smoothly
extend the current capability range.

06
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Can design be
more than
just functional?
Creative people can long argue
about the often-used term of
design. The endless question of
what shape can really achieve
can be answered very simply.
Perfect styling arises from the
things people want to do with it.
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Functionality is the
best because
everything works
perfectly

S

hape should follow function,
this is the well-known theorem
about design. With complex
systems this is a challenge,
since home automation has many functions. Here many things interact. Where
can design start? There are three objectives to provide the user the best for daily
life. First, the applications must blend with
every kind of architecture. Second, the
devices must have their own appealing
shape. Third, the design must function
without any compromises. To unite everything, that is the Busch-Jaeger standard.
Design involves not only the surface, but
it starts already with the interior of the
devices including connecting. One does
not need to be a designer to appreciate
this. Every electrical fitter prefers to work
with a functional structure, because while
a perfect connection is aesthetic per se
and has practical preferences: one does
not lose the overview. A clear concept
produces functionality and creates a system that operates faultlessly right from
the start. This is the basic principle from
which the designers of Busch-Jaeger
continue to operate. They produce products which harmonize with every kind of
architecture and offer numerous options
for design. That is why architects especially appreciate Busch-Jaeger. An overall
functionality comes into being technically,
haptically and visually. Technology integrates itself into life, whether in the single
residential unit or in the luxury hotel.
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The new mobile communication technologies have made a further step possible. Especially the touch screen has
revolutionized the world and retired many
technical designs to the museum. All
control devices have undergone a fundamental change. Everything today can
be constructed ultra flat. Many buttons
and knobs can be operated even more
sensitively because they are virtual and
software-controlled. Real progress because the intuition of the person is the
new function. Operation becomes simpler. Many applications are combined into
a unit. This is how the smartphone has
found its place in home automation. What
counts here is the design of connectivity,
from device to device and from person
to person.
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“Ich liebe SI”
Both
Reflex SI and Busch-balance® SI. The standard
installation now is more than mere standard.
One has the choice between two different lines –
classic rounded or modern straight-lined.

01 Reflex SI
02 Busch-balance® SI

01

02

Some love round, some straight-lined. The two lines of the SI range are shaped
just like life. The classic Reflex SI switch, proven and valued for decades, exhibits
its timeless top form, rounded it fits a large band width of architecture. Now also
the entire variety of style can be used. With the
new Busch-balance ® SI. Its straightness and The new standard installation
visible balance between straight and convex lines builds on two alternatives.
produce a universal modern line in the SI range.
This is how Busch-Jaeger offers the maximum in variety for standard installation both
technically and visually. True love is when one finds precisely what suits.
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With edges and corners
Perfect also for KNX
— — Now in straight-lined design
— — Identical depth of range Reflex SI
and Busch-balance® SI
— — Flexible for commercial buildings
for the integration of other inserts –
dimension 55
— — Colour analogous to RAL 9010
Corresponds to the typical tender
specifications
— — Markable rockers and frames
— — Both standard ranges with extensive
control elements for ABB i-bus®
KNX and ABB-free@home®
— — SI stands for Standard Installation

Reflex SI and Busch-balance® SI. The SI range is being
developed further. Together with KNX sensors the control of
many functions gets simpler, more varied and more elegant.
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A beautiful room is created from the interaction of shapes,
colours and the light. One also improves the potential technically
when Busch-balance SI ® is used together with KNX. Because
connected structures lower the consumption of energy and raise
comfort and safety. Busch-Jaeger KNX control elements are the
interface for regulating light, heat, fresh
air, blinds and media technology. Here, Straight-lined
for multifunction elements, RGB LEDs everyone has
care for clarity. In the beautifully shaped
straight-lined frames all modern applications find their place,
such as movement detector, Internet connections, temperature
controllers and much more. In this way KNX creates a new
variety also for the standard installation.
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All products are available
immediately

or rounded –
the choice.

Price for a rocker, 1gang
without printing
€ 2.41
Push-button coupler 2gang
with integrated bus coupler
(available immediately)
€ 77.50
All prices are
recommendations based
on German gross price list
2016 without VAT.
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Classic values
Style and perfection
Busch-dynasty®. The switch which harmonizes perfectly
with quality interior design. The high-quality shape
encloses the current technology of home automation.
Also KNX and ABB-free@home® control elements
receive a classic grace due to the hand-polished or
brushed brass of the frame and the manually refined
rockers. Each living space deserves the very best.

The classic and modern merge with Busch-dynasty ® into a
unique form which harmonizes with traditional architectural
styles. Different combinations of colour, decor and haptics result
in a host of possibilities for the atmosphere in noble apartments,
hotels and shopping areas.
Brushed or polished brass reflects not only the light of sophisticated interiors, but also the unique taste of those present.
Here a total of 50 new Busch-dynasty ® products are available:
Cover frame made of plastic or
metal, which can be combined
with all ivory or anthracite col- The best technical solution
oured rockers, socket outlets and in with the classical interior
cover plates from Busch-Jaeger.
Whether 2gang switches, SCHUKO® socket outlet with LED
control light or a 4gang KNX sensor with room temperature
controller – the Busch-dynasty® frames orchestrate each function in a unique way.

blends
design.

—— Luxurious design,
outstanding quality
—— Handicraft turns every
product into something
unique
—— Numerous different
styles and many options
for combining
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Internet connections were not available during the rococo period.
Today style elements of immortal epochs can be connected with
the latest requirements of home automation. Whether movement
detector, blind control, room temperature controller or more, the
luxury of the essential gets
a dignified frame. The de- KNX control elements match harmoniously
sign principle of Buschwith traditional style elements.
Jaeger shows itself in an
impressive manner: shape
does not follow one but numerous functions. Because the possibilities for combining leave nothing to be desired. This is also
termed: special taste.
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All products are available
immediately
Price for a Cover frame
1gang, polished brass,
decor ivory white
€ 35.20
Price for a Cover frame
3gang, polished brass
Decor anthracite
€ 97.90
All prices are
recommendations based
on German gross price list
2016 without VAT.
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Living Space
Experience the
impressive variety online
®

A perfect home to take along. On the smartphone or tablet one can
mobile and intuitively discover the possibilities Busch-Jaeger offers
for one’s home. One searches not for product names but in the context of requirements and solutions. One can make one’s decision
for the installation and the suitable products with just a few clicks.

Living Space® | Smart Home. Experiencing solutions
interactively. What Busch-Jaeger amounts to in
detail can be discovered three-dimensionally on the
Internet. All rooms are accessible in virtual reality.
Here one can clearly see each product in its application.
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The almost limitless possibilities of the
Busch-Jaeger world do not remain abstract. Because livings space becomes
alive and products and functions tan
gible. One can move around in the room
on the monitor and see how one thing
connects to the other. This gives the
electrical fitter an idea about the actual
living space in advance. Here he can provide advice with an actual example and
recommendations for various solutions.
After all, each living situation is different. And most have a special wish for
their home. No problem, here it is. End
customers navigate playfully through the
building, create wishes and find definite
solutions for their requirements.

Excellent design is always a question of
totality. Here in virtual Living Space one
can see the multitude of Busch-Jaeger
options at a glance. Details always lead
to questions, which are as fundamental as important
to the residents. Getting to know Smart Home
Here they can be
applications online clearly and
answered systematically and illus- comprehensively.
trative. How does
one avoid a jumble of cables? Concrete
answer: with ABB-free@home ® Wireless.
Does the large display not interfere with
the design of the wall? Now all questions
can be answered.
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Building Space
Discover new
perspectives online
®

Building Space® | Hotel. A virtual building presents itself
with impressive rooms. Because even with the largest
real estate projects the smallest detail is important, here
with a three-dimensional view.

The tasks of the electrical installation technology are as varied as never before.
The demands for comfort and safety are increasing especially with those who
work most of the day in offices and single-purpose
buildings, and those who want to feel comfortable Discovering new
in public buildings and hotels. That is why the new online just like in
solutions are made descriptive, interactive and can
be experienced three-dimensional online in the Building Space Hotel. The
room itself is to be assessed individually and as a whole on the basis of blinds,
safety and entertainment.
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possibilities of Building Space®
real life.

Planners, architects, investors and operators must no longer talk only in terms
of abstract technology. Instead, one gets together and can find definite pleasant solutions. The innovations from Busch-Jaeger already show online what
they accomplish in practice. Here one finds answers on energy efficiency,
economy, future orientation, safety and sustainability of the entire system.
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A member
of the ABB Group
Busch-Jaeger Elektro GmbH
P.O. Box
58505 Lüdenscheid
Germany
Freisenbergstraße 2
58513 Lüdenscheid
Germany

www.tara-group.ir
Info@tara_group.ir
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